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Abstract

This paper advocates that cache coherence protocols use a bandwidth adaptive approach to adjust to varied system configurations (e.g., number of processors) and workload behaviors. We propose Bandwidth Adaptive Snooping Hybrid (BASH), a hybrid protocol that ranges from behaving like snooping (by broadcasting requests) when excess bandwidth is available to behaving like a directory protocol (by unicasting requests) when bandwidth is limited. BASH adapts dynamically by probabilistically deciding to broadcast or unicast on a per request basis using a local estimate of recent interconnection network utilization. Simulations of a microbenchmark and commercial and scientific workloads show that BASH robustly performs as well or better than the best of snooping and directory protocols as available bandwidth is varied. By mixing broadcasts and unicasts, BASH outperforms both snooping and directory protocols in the mid-range where a static choice of either is inefficient.

1 Introduction

Snooping and directory protocols are the two dominant classes of cache coherence protocols for hardware shared memory multiprocessors. In a snooping system, a processor broadcasts a request for a block to all nodes in the system to find the owner (which could be memory) directly. In a directory protocol, a processor unicasts a request to the home directory for the block, the directory forwards the request to the owner (trivial when the directory is the owner), and the owner responds to the requestor. Thus, snooping protocols can achieve lower latencies than directory protocols on sharing misses (a.k.a., cache-to-cache transfers or dirty misses) by avoiding the indirects incurred by directories.

By broadcasting to avoid indirects for sharing misses, snooping can outperform directories when bandwidth is plentiful, but directories outperform snooping when bandwidth is limited. In today’s commercial workloads, sharing misses comprise a significant fraction of level two cache misses and correspondingly impact performance [3, 18].

Designing a single protocol to provide high performance for many system configurations and workloads is difficult. Hennessy writes [14], “[W]e don’t have a coherency scheme that does well under all these situations: from small to large processor counts, different levels of [software] optimization, and differing cache sizes.” We advocate an adaptive approach to address this challenge.

There are two reasons why an adaptive scheme is desirable. First, due to the trend towards integrating the coherence protocol logic and the processor on the same die [7, 12, 30], a single protocol must suffice for multiple hardware configurations (processor counts, cache sizes, and interconnection networks). If the microprocessor is to be used in a scalable system, the protocol must also be scalable. For example, since Alpha 21364 [12] systems can scale to hundreds of
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processors, a directory protocol is currently the only option. However, many scalable system designs are used for smaller systems that could be better served by a snooping protocol. Even the vast majority of scalable systems sold are systems of moderate size. For example, a recent essay [24] estimated that, of the 30,000 Origin 200/2000 [20] systems shipped, less than 10 systems contained 256 or more processors (~0.3%), and less than 250 of the systems had 128 processors or more (~1%).

Second, statically choosing between a directory protocol and a snooping protocol is not desirable due to the varying behaviors of different workloads and the time-varying behavior within a workload. Our results show that for a given system size and configuration, some workloads perform better with snooping while other workloads are better served by a directory protocol. Further, a given workload’s demand on system bandwidth varies dynamically over time. For example, different phases of behavior for a multiprocessor database workload have been observed with periods on the order of minutes [25]. During a phase of high cache miss rate, a broadcast request in a snooping protocol could further congest the system.

For these two reasons, an adaptive hybrid protocol that provides robust performance is preferable to a static choice of either snooping or directories. Our contribution is an adaptive mechanism (Section 2) and a hybrid protocol (Section 3) that leverages this mechanism to perform like snooping (by broadcasting requests) if bandwidth is plentiful and perform like a directory protocol (by unicasting requests) if bandwidth is limited. Our protocol, bandwidth adaptive snooping hybrid (BASH), adapts dynamically to the available bandwidth to provide robust performance. Using a microbenchmark (shown in Figure 1 and further explored in Section 4) and commercial workloads (Section 5), we show that the performance of BASH tracks that of the directory protocol in the limited bandwidth case and tracks that of snooping in the plentiful bandwidth case. Moreover, in the mid-range where the performances of snooping and directories are similar, BASH outperforms both protocols.

2 A Bandwidth Adaptive Mechanism

In this section, we describe the mechanism each processor uses to decide dynamically whether a request should be broadcast or unicast.

2.1 Goal and Approach

BASH’s goal is to minimize average miss latency. Given infinite bandwidth, broadcasting all requests would achieve this goal by avoiding all indirections for sharing misses. However, the finite bandwidth of interconnection networks can lead to congestion and queuing delays that outweigh the benefit of avoiding indirection. Nevertheless, mean queuing delay only dominates when the interconnect is highly utilized. Figure 2 illustrates this trade-off with a simple queuing model.

![Figure 2. Average queuing delay vs. utilization for a simple network.](image)

The mechanism we propose for BASH uses feedback to keep the interconnect utilization below this critical level and thus mitigate queuing delays. Our mechanism uses a processor-local estimate of interconnect utilization to keep utilization below a pre-specified threshold by dynamically adjusting the probability of broadcasting. Feedback control theory suggests that the mechanism should adapt to changes in interconnect congestion, but not so quickly that it overshoots and leads to oscillation [19]. As described in Section 2.2, our mechanism avoids oscillation by adapting relatively slowly and using a probabilistic mechanism to decide whether or not to broadcast. In initial experiments, we tried a simpler mechanism that switched between always and never broadcasting, and we observed unstable behavior due to oscillation between these two extremes.

2.2 Implementation

Our bandwidth adaptive implementation uses a simple mechanism to estimate the interconnect utilization and adjust the rate of broadcast. The mechanism consists of three parts: (1) estimating interconnect utilization, (2) adjusting the probability of broadcasting, and (3) determining whether or not to broadcast a specific request.

First, a processor uses the utilization of its link to the interconnection network as a local estimate of global interconnect utilization. While this local information does not capture certain global effects, it is easy to obtain and correlates strongly with global interconnect utilization due, in part, to the broadcast nature of the requests that are most likely to cause contention. Each processor uses a simple, signed, saturating utilization counter to calculate if the link utilization is above or below a static threshold. Figure 3 illustrates the counter’s operation assuming a target link utilization of 75%. For each cycle, the mechanism increments the counter by one if the link is utilized, and decrements it by...
three otherwise. When the counter is sampled, a positive value means that the link was used more than the threshold, and a negative value means that the link was used less than the threshold. The counter is reset to zero after each sample. Since the link in Figure 3 was used 4 out of the previous 7 cycles (57%), the counter would be, as expected, negative (4\times\frac{1}{8} - 3\times\frac{1}{8} = -0.5).

Second, an unsigned, saturating policy counter averages the utilization information and determines the fraction of requests that should be broadcast. Our mechanism samples the utilization counter every n cycles (the sampling interval), and it increments/decrements the policy counter by one if the utilization was greater/less than the threshold. Thus, a larger value of the policy counter corresponds to a lower probability of broadcast.

Finally, a given request is unicast or broadcast with a probability proportional to the policy counter. For example, an 8-bit policy counter with the value of 100 implies that a request should be unicast with probability of 100/255 or 39%. For each out-going request, the processor compares the policy counter to a randomly generated integer the same size as the policy counter. The processor uncasts if the policy counter is smaller than the random number, and it broadcasts otherwise. Pseudo-random numbers can be generated easily by a linear feedback shift register [11]. Our mechanism generates random numbers and performs the comparison to the policy counter off the critical path, allowing the mechanism to have negligible impact on miss latency.

Through experimentation, we selected a utilization threshold of 75%, a sampling interval of 512 cycles, and a policy counter size of 8 bits. A smaller sampling interval and policy counter size would enable the mechanism to respond more rapidly to different workload phases, but they would make the mechanism more susceptible to oscillation. With these parameters, our adaptive mechanism can change from 100% unicast to 0% unicast (or vice versa) in 52\times\frac{1}{8} = 65.6 cycles (for our target system), the mechanism can adapt over its entire range in ~1000 cache misses.

3 A Bandwidth Adaptive Snooping Protocol

BASH, our bandwidth adaptive snooping hybrid protocol, incorporates features of both snooping and directory protocols. While there are different ways to combine these two types of protocols to synthesize a hybrid, we choose to form BASH from an aggressive snooping protocol and a recently-published directory protocol. These two protocols have some (surprisingly) common features that we exploit in creating our hybrid protocol.

First, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we describe the two protocols used as the foundation of our hybrid. They will also serve as the base cases against which we will compare BASH for its evaluation in Sections 4 and 5. Second, in Section 3.3, we describe our synthesis of these two protocols. A key issue in this synthesis is reconciling the differences between the methods used by snooping and directories to enforce ordering between racing transactions. For each protocol described in this section, Figure 4 illustrates the operation of two typical protocol transactions, so as to highlight the similarities and differences between the protocols. Third, in Section 3.4, we discuss several issues relating to BASH, including livelock/deadlock, scalability, complexity, and verification.

All three protocols are write-invalidate, use the MOSI copy, writeback an M or O copy), and interact with the processors to support a consistency model. Our results assume sequential consistency.

3.1 A Snooping Protocol

Traditional snooping protocols rely on a totally ordered delivery of coherence requests to (1) enable processors and memories to agree on the next owner and (2) obviate the need for explicitly acknowledging invalidations of shared blocks. Since racing transactions are totally ordered, a snooping cache controller can make a strictly local decision on each transaction and infer that other nodes will make compatible decisions. We base BASH on an aggressive MOSI snooping protocol (which we refer to as Snoop) that is loosely based on the Sun UEX0000 [6].

We assume that our snooping protocol uses separate virtual networks for requests and responses. The request network must enforce a total order, but it need not ensure synchronous broadcast [23]. Modern snooping systems use address-interleaved hierarchical switches to achieve high throughput for ordered broadcasts [6]. The response network has no ordering requirements and can use any unordered switched interconnection network.

A processor broadcasts its requests to all other nodes on the request network, and all processors snoop all requests. The owner (potentially memory) sends data directly to the requestor over the response network. A requestor must also snoop its own request, which serves as a marker to indicate its place in the total order.
A memory controller behaves much like it does in a traditional snooping protocol, except for keeping one bit of state per block to indicate if it is the owner, similar to what was done in the Synapse N+1 [9]. This bit of state eliminates the need for a global owned snoop response. If memory is the owner, it responds with data.

### 3.2 A Directory Protocol

Traditional directory protocols rely on unordered or, at most, point-to-point ordered interconnection networks. While the lack of ordering facilitates building scalable interconnects, it requires the protocols to use explicit acknowledgment messages and transient states to enforce order between racing transactions.

A recent directory protocol, implemented in the AlphaServer GS320 [10], uses a totally ordered multicast interconnect to optimize the protocol and eliminate explicit acknowledgments. Like Snooping, the GS320 uses a marker on the ordered network to indicate a request’s place in the total order. Below we describe a protocol (which we refer to as Directory) modeled after the GS320.

Directory uses three virtual networks: an unordered request network, a totally ordered network for requests forwarded by the directory to processors, and an unordered network for responses from processors and directories. The totally ordered forwarded request network supports multicasting and, as in Snooping, eliminates the need for acknowledgment messages. In the GS320, this totally ordered interconnect is implemented as an 8-way crossbar that connects to 4-processor nodes, supporting up to 32 processors.

Processors unicast all requests to the directory at memory. The memory controller maintains a directory with state about each block for which it is the home, including the owner and a superset of the sharers. Like all directory protocols, the memory controller responds directly when it has sufficient permissions and forwards the request when it does not. On a direct response, the memory controller sends the data on the unordered response network and a marker message on the forwarded request network. The latter indicates the request’s place in the total order. Forwardsed requests are sent via the totally ordered multicast network to the owner, sharers, and requestor. The marker sent to the requestor allows it to infer where the forwarded request occurs in the total order. The owner and sharers observing the same total order obviates the need for explicit acknowledgment messages.\

Racing request messages are ordered at the directory, and they are either processed locally or forwarded on the ordered multicast network.

When a processor responds to a request that is forwarded to it by the directory, it does not need to send an explicit acknowledgment, since the forwarded request network is totally ordered. Processors also monitor the forwarded request network for the marker messages that indicate their request’s place in the total order.

### 3.3 An Adaptive Hybrid Protocol

In this section, we describe how our hybrid protocol integrates Snooping and Directory, and we then discuss a number of issues that arise from the integration. The integration is possible because both protocols use a totally ordered net-

---

1. Along with the total order, the GS320 protocol guarantees that all forwarded requests can be processed at the target node, which is also necessary to eliminate explicit acknowledgments.
work to eliminate the need for explicit acknowledgments and preserve order between racing transactions. However, we must resolve a key discrepancy in how these protocols order racing transactions. In Snooping, racing request messages are ordered entirely by the request network. In Directory, the order of racing messages is determined by the order in which they are processed by the directory controller; the ordered multicast network simply preserves this order for forwarded requests. Resolving this difference requires subtle, but relatively simple, hardware. Our adaptive protocol handles these races similarly to Multicast Snooping [4, 28], and BASH can be considered a special case of this more general protocol.

Our hybrid protocol uses two virtual networks. Requests use a totally ordered multicast request network, but no restrictions are placed upon its topology or synchrony. As in Snooping, the total order of requests—necessary for correct coherence protocol behavior and enforcing a memory consistency model—is determined by their ordering on the request network. Responses travel on an unordered point-to-point data network.

From the requestor’s point of view, BASH behaves similarly to Snooping, except that the cache controller must choose whether to broadcast or unicast each request. Our policy for deciding between broadcast and unicast was explained in Section 2.2. Writeback requests are always unicast. Since the request network is the ordering point, a BASH “unicast” request is actually a dualcast sent to both the home node and back to the requestor. Similar to Snooping, the return of the request acts as the marker and informs the requestor of the transaction’s place in the total order. Processors respond to incoming requests as in Snooping, except processors must detect and ignore retried requests as discussed below.

Like Directory, BASH’s memory controller maintains the owner and a superset of the sharers for each block for which it is the home. The memory controller’s basic operation is to compare the owner/sharer information from the directory against the set of nodes that received the request message to determine if the request was sent to a sufficient set of nodes. If the request was sent to the owner and all necessary sharers, the memory controller updates the directory state and responds with data as necessary. For broadcast requests, a BASH memory controller behaves as in Snooping, with the addition of updating the directory state as needed. For unicast requests that find data at the home, the memory controller behaves as in Directory, immediately updating the state and responding with data. Unlike Directory, BASH need not send a marker message, since this was already sent with the original request.

When a processor issues a unicast for a block that is owned in a third node, the memory controller behaves as in Directory, with two important differences. First, it does not update the directory state, because the request is not yet satisfied. Second, instead of forwarding the request on a separate forwarded request network, it retries the request as a multicast on the totally ordered request network. The multicast set for the retried request includes the memory controller in addition to the owner, sharers, and requestor. Assuming no racing transactions, the owner will satisfy the retried request.

More complex cases occur when broadcasts, unicasts, and multicast retries race for the same block. The memory controller has a “window of vulnerability” between when the original and retried requests are ordered on the request network. If a broadcast request for the same block is ordered during that window, the retried request’s multicast set may be insufficient, forcing the request to be retried again. Since any non-broadcast request may require retries, there exist livelock and deadlock issues, discussed in Section 3.4.

3.4 Discussion

With BASH, as for any coherence protocol, one must address the issues of livelock/deadlock, scalability, complexity, and verification.

Livelock and deadlock. Retrying requests presents the twin problems of livelock and deadlock. Livelock could occur, for example, if a non-broadcast is competing with broadcasts for a heavily contended block; no matter how many times the memory controller retries a non-broadcast request, there is no guarantee that it will ever succeed. BASH avoids livelock by broadcasting—which is guaranteed to succeed—on its third retry.

Most multiprocessor systems avoid interconnection network deadlocks (in part) by accessing virtual networks in a strict order to avoid cyclic dependences. By retrying requests on the same virtual network, BASH introduces a circular dependence—and thus potential deadlock—because it may use the request network multiple times to process a single request. Rather than avoiding deadlock, BASH detects a potential deadlock and resolves it by sending a negative acknowledgment (nack) to the original requestor. Specifically, if the memory controller cannot allocate a network buffer for the retry, it sends a nack to the requestor on the data response network. The requestor can then reissue its request as a broadcast, which is guaranteed to succeed.

Scalability. BASH is more scalable than snooping protocols because it does not require all requests to be broadcast, yet it is less scalable than directory protocols that do not rely on a totally ordered interconnect [20, 21]. Fortunately, hierarchical switches can be used to make high-bandwidth totally ordered interconnects. Removing the broadcast-always behavior of snooping may allow the design of a well-balanced system of significantly larger size than would be possible with broadcast snooping. Examples of real systems with a large number of processors and an ordered intercon-
nect include the AlphaServer GS320 [10], Sun’s UE10000 [6], and Fujitsu’s PRIMEPOWER 2000 [15], and these systems support 32, 64, and 128 processors, respectively. In addition, Martin et al. [23] recently proposed an approach for an ordered interconnect with no central bottleneck. This approach allows for more general, and perhaps more scalable, interconnect topologies that still maintain a total order.

**Complexity.** As a hybrid of two protocols, BASH is more complex than either protocol on which it is based, and the difficulty of verification is directly related to the complexity. However, complexity does not grow as much as one might expect because of the strong similarities between the underlying protocols. For example, BASH processors react identically to requests, regardless of whether they are unicasts, multicasts, or broadcasts. In fact, a broadcast in this system appears as though the directory simply specified an overly generous set of sharers to invalidate.

As a rough measure of the complexity of each protocol, Table 1 displays the numbers of states (both stable and transient), events, and state transitions for each controller. Compared to Snooping and Directory, we find BASH has a comparable number of states, but about 50% more events and double the number of transitions. While not all state/event combinations are equally difficult to verify, and the numbers of states and events depend somewhat on how one chooses to express a protocol, implementing BASH should be less difficult than including both a snooping and directory protocol in the same system.

**Verification.** To gain confidence in the correctness of BASH, we have used both random testing and formal methods. All three protocols—Snooping, Directory, and BASH—were tested using a stand-alone random tester. This tester uses false sharing, random action/check (store/load) pairs [33], and widely variable message latencies to force each protocol through a myriad of corner cases. We ran the tester through millions of coherence operations and uncovered numerous subtle race conditions. In the end, our tool reported full coverage for all state transitions with no detected errors.

In our experience, random testing is excellent at finding protocol errors even for complex protocols, but it is little help for finding deadlock, livelock, and memory consistency model errors. We have explored more formal methods, including model checking and Lamport clocks [26], to address these issues. A technical report [28] describes our experience verifying an enhanced version of the Multicast Snooping protocol [4]. Since BASH is based upon this enhanced protocol, this proof carries over directly to BASH.

---

3. The original Multicast Snooping protocol described in Bilir et al. [4] must nack insufficient requests. Sorin et al. [28] describe the important optimization of retries at the directory. This optimization allows an insufficient unicast in BASH to have the same latency as a request that must be forwarded by the directory.

### Table 1. States, events, and transitions for BASH, Snooping, and Directory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASH</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snooping</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Microbenchmark Performance Evaluation

Before presenting performance results for commercial workloads using full-system simulation, we present results for a simple locking microbenchmark. The microbenchmark is easy to understand and allows us to explore the effects of system scaling and workload intensity. We start by describing our microbenchmark and simulation methods. We then explore the performance of BASH over a range of available bandwidths, utilization thresholds, system sizes, and workload intensities.

#### 4.1 Microbenchmark

In the microbenchmark, each processor acquires and releases locks that are generally uncontended. After the release of one lock, a processor immediately attempts to acquire another lock. Each processor can have at most one outstanding request. Since we choose the number of locks to be approximately the number of lines per cache, the microbenchmark incurs sharing misses almost exclusively. While this is near the worst-case performance scenario for directory protocols, smaller fractions of sharing misses do not qualitatively change our conclusions, as shown in Section 5.

#### 4.2 Simulation Methods

Before discussing our microbenchmark results, we describe our memory system simulator and timing assumptions. Our memory hierarchy simulator captures timing races and all state transitions (including transient states) of the coherence protocols in cache and memory controllers. We consider integrated processor/memory nodes connected via a single link to an interconnection network. Since BASH, Snooping, and Directory all require a total order of requests, but do not require a specific interconnection network topology, we abstract the details of the interconnect design by modeling a fixed latency crossbar with limited bandwidth and contention at the endpoints. All request, forwarded request, and retired request messages are 8 bytes, and data responses are 72 bytes (64 byte data block with an 8 byte header).
malized to that of shown in Figure 1, except in Figure 5 performance is nor-

4.3 Microbenchmark Results

We compare the microbenchmark performance (in units of normalized lock acquires per nanosecond) of BASH against Snooping and Directory. Figure 5 presents the same data as shown in Figure 1, except in Figure 5 performance is normalized to that of BASH. The graph shows that, for a 64-pro-
cessor counts in Figure 8. Endpoint link bandwidth per processor is fixed at 1600 MB/second, and the processor count is plotted logarithmically on the x-axis. We observe that the line for Directory is nearly flat, signifying near-perfect scalability. BASH performs as well as Snooping for small systems and as well as Directory for large systems. In the mid-range, BASH outperforms both other protocols. For this specific design point, Directory far outperforms Snooping for processor counts above 64. Higher link bandwidth would help Snooping, but the figure illustrates why directory protocols are attractive for large-scale systems and why an adaptive scheme is desirable in general.

**Adaptation to workload intensity.** To explore the impact of workload behavior on performance, we adjust the intensity of the microbenchmark’s memory traffic. The memory traffic’s intensity is adjusted by adding a think time (i.e., the time between when a processor releases one lock and acquires another). Figure 9 plots average miss latency (lower is better) versus think time. Increasing think time corresponds to decreasing workload intensity. Our results show that, for a fixed system configuration (64 processors and 1600 MB/second endpoint link bandwidth), the choice between snooping and directories depends on workload intensity (i.e., think time or miss rate).

### 5 Workload Performance Evaluation

While microbenchmarks can provide insight into behavior and allow exploration of the design space, BASH’s performance on commercial workloads matters most. This section describes our benchmarks, target system assumptions, and simulation techniques for evaluating the performance of bandwidth adaptive snooping. We compare BASH against Snooping and Directory using full-system simulation of a 16-processor SPARC system running four commercial workloads and one scientific benchmark. Unfortunately, due to the complexities of full-system simulation and commercial workload setup and tuning, we are currently unable to obtain results with more than 16 processors. To approximate BASH’s performance on larger systems, we also present simulation results for a 16 processor system in which the bandwidth cost of broadcasting is four times greater than normal.

#### 5.1 Benchmarks

Table 2 describes our benchmarks. We concentrate on commercial workloads, such as database and web servers, but we also include one scientific application for comparison. We run all of the commercial workloads for a warm-up period to bring the system to a steady state before measurement. To simplify the simulations of our commercial workloads, the client does not model think time between requests, and the client and server are collocated on the same simulated machine.

#### 5.2 Target System Assumptions

We evaluate 16-node SPARC systems running unmodified Solaris 8. Each node contains a processor core, level one caches, a unified level two cache (4 MB, 4-way set associative, 64-byte blocks), a cache controller, and a memory controller for part of the globally shared memory (2 GB total). We assume that a processor and level one caches would complete four billion instructions per second if the memory system beyond the level one caches was perfect. This could be accomplished, for example, with a 2 GHz processor that has a perfect-L2-cache IPC (instructions per cycle) of 2.

#### 5.3 Simulation Methods

We simulate our target systems with the Simics full-system multiprocessor simulator [22], and we extend Simics with a memory hierarchy simulator (described in Section 4.2) to compute execution times. Simics is a system-level architectural simulator developed by Virtutech AB that is capable of booting unmodified commercial operating systems and running unmodified applications. We use Simics/sun4u, which simulates Sun Microsystems’ SPARC v9 platform architecture (e.g., used for Sun E6000s). Simics
On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP): DB2 with a TPC-C-like workload. The TPC-C benchmark models the database activity of a wholesale supplier, with many concurrent users performing read/write transactions against the database. Our OLTP workload is based on the TPC-C v3.0 benchmark using IBM’s DB2 v7.2 EEE database management system and an IBM benchmark kit to build the database and model users. Our experiments use a 1 GB 10-warehouse database stored on five raw disks and an additional dedicated database log disk. There are 128 simulated users (8 per processor). The database was warmed up for 10,000 transactions before taking measurements, and our results are based on runs of 1,000 transactions.

Static Web Content Serving: Apache with SURGE. Web servers such as Apache have become an important enterprise server application. We use Apache 1.3.19 for SPARC/Solaris 8 configured to use pthread locks and minimal logging as the web server, and SURGE [2] to generate web requests. Our experiments used a repository of 2000 files (totalling ~50 MB). There are 160 simulated users (10 processor). The system was warmed up for ~80,000 transactions, and our results are based on runs of 2,500 requests.

Java Server Workload: SPECjbb. SPECjbb2000 is a server-side java benchmark that models a 3-tier system, focusing on the “middleware” server business logic and object manipulation. We used Sun’s HotSpot 1.4.0 Server JVM. The benchmark includes driver threads to generate transactions. Our experiments used 24 threads and 24 warehouses (with a data size of approximately ~500MB). The system was warmed up for 240 transactions before taking measurements, and our results are based on runs of 50 transactions.

Dynamic Web Content Serving: Slashcode. Our Slashcode benchmark is based on an open-source dynamic web message posting system used by slashdot.org. We use Slashcode 2.0, Apache 1.3.20, and Apache’s mod_perl 1.25 module for the web server, and MySQL 3.23.39 as the database engine. A multithreaded user emulation program is used to simulate user browsing and posting behavior. The database is a snapshot of the slashcode.org site, and it contains ~3000 messages. There are 48 simulated users (3 per processor). The system was warmed up for 240 transactions before taking measurements, and our results are based on runs of 50 transactions.

Scientific application: Barnes-Hut from SPLASH-2. We selected one application from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [32]: barnes-hut with 64K bodies. The benchmark was compiled with Sun’s WorkShop C compiler and uses the PARMACS shared-memory macros used by Artiaga et al. [1]. The macro library was modified to enable user-level synchronization through test-and-set locks rather than POSIX-thread library calls. We began measurement at the start of the parallel phase to avoid measuring thread forking.

is a functional simulator only, and it assumes that each instruction takes one simulated cycle to execute (although I/O may take longer), but it provides an interface to support our detailed memory hierarchy simulation. We use Simics to generate blocking requests to a unified single level cache. We use this simple processor model to enable tractable simulation times for full-system, multiprocessor simulation of commercial workloads.

Since full-system simulation captures kernel behavior and inter-processor timing, small changes in system timing can lead to significant variations in execution time. For example, we find that our operating system intensive workloads (OLTP, Slashcode, and Apache) exhibit more variation than workloads that are less operating system intensive (SPECjbb and Barnes-Hut). To overcome observed instabilities, we calculate the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of multiple simulations to estimate experimental uncertainty. We plot the mean and, if the coefficient of variation is greater than 1%, error bars at plus/minus one standard deviation for all data points. To gather multiple data points, we perturb our otherwise deterministic simulations by adding a small random delay to each request.

5.4 Results

We now present results for the workloads described in Table 2. Figure 10 illustrates the performances of the protocols over a range of bandwidths for 16 processors. For each benchmark, we plot performance—normalized to that of Snooping with unbounded bandwidth—as a function of available interconnect endpoint bandwidth. We also include the results of our microbenchmark to allow for direct comparison. Our results show that, for a 16 processor system and a range of bandwidths, Snooping and BASH perform similarly, and both outperform Directory. The macrobenchmark results look qualitatively similar to the microbenchmark, but the performance difference between Snooping and Directory is smaller for some of the benchmarks. This is due to a lower cache miss rate (Barnes and Slashcode) or a smaller fraction of sharing misses (SPECjbb).

To approximate BASH’s performance on a larger system, we increase the cost of broadcast by quadrupling the interconnect bandwidth used by any broadcast request. Figure 11 presents these results and shows that, for a range of bandwidths, BASH performs as well or better than both Snooping and Directory. We did not perform any macrobenchmark simulations with less than 600 MB/second endpoint bandwidth due to excessive simulation times. However, we expect the performance of BASH to closely track that of Directory, as was the case for the microbenchmark on 64 processors (shown in Figure 1).

While these results show that BASH can adapt to system configuration, one of BASH’s strengths is adaptation to varying behaviors between workloads. In Figure 12, we plot the 1600 MB/second data excerpted from Figure 11 normalized to the performance of BASH. For this configuration, Snooping outperforms Directory for Barnes-Hut and OLTP, but the reverse is true for SPECjbb. The performances of Slashcode and Apache are similar for Snooping and Directory. For this configuration, BASH matches or exceeds the performances of both other protocols for all five workloads.
Figure 10. Performance vs. available bandwidth for 16 processors

Figure 11. Performance vs. available bandwidth for 16 processors with 4x broadcast cost
Though increasing the relative cost of broadcasting does not capture other effects of increasing system sizes such as lock contention and changes to sharing patterns, we believe these results show that bandwidth adaptive coherence in general, and $BASH$ in particular, enables robust system performance for a wide range of system configurations and workloads.

6 Related Work

Prior related research falls roughly into the two categories of protocols and networks.

Protocols. There is a great deal of research in protocols that adapt towards sharing patterns rather than network usage. Multicast Snooping protocols [4, 28] allow processors to multicast requests to those nodes that are suspected to need to observe the request, and the multicast mask is predicted based on observed sharing patterns. This differs from bandwidth adaptive snooping in that $BASH$ only predicts two types of masks (unicast or broadcast) and chooses its multicast mask based on available bandwidth. Competitive snoopy caching adapts between an invalidate and an update protocol [16] to limit the overhead to within a factor of two of optimal. Additional research has pursued the idea of adaptive protocols, but none of which we are aware consider interconnection network utilization. Another class of adaptive protocols includes the COMA [9, 13] and R-NUMA [8] protocols. These protocols migrate data to where it is used, adaptively reducing communication and network traffic.

Networks. Scott and Sohi [27] proposed using network feedback to adaptively avoid tree saturation in multistage interconnection networks. They use feedback control theory to adjust network usage to avoid performance degradation due to hot spots in memory access patterns. This work differs from bandwidth adaptive snooping in that it seeks to throttle requests from being issued, whereas $BASH$ chooses between issuing a unicast or a broadcast.

Thottethodi et al. [31] have developed a scheme for using global network information to throttle requests before they can congest the network. At the cost of an additional network sideband for communication of contention effects, this scheme can adapt more accurately than a scheme that relies solely on local information. This work complements bandwidth adaptive snooping in that it could be used to estimate network utilization, and future work may adapt these techniques to improve our detection of network congestion. Other research has also explored techniques for estimating interconnect traffic (refer to the related work in [31]).

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed a hybrid shared memory cache coherence protocol, and we have demonstrated the benefits provided by adaptivity. Moreover, the trend towards integration of the coherence protocol logic and the processor on the same die suggests a unified adaptive design. An adaptive approach allows a single highly integrated microprocessor design to be used in many system configurations (e.g., number of processors). Also, adaptivity allows the system to adjust to various workloads, including future workloads whose behaviors are unknown at hardware design time.

One area of future work is the exploration of additional mechanisms for deciding whether to unicast or broadcast. Particularly in the middle range of bandwidth where a decision based on available bandwidth is less obvious, it might be preferable to predict based on sharing patterns. There are many instances where the decision would be easy, such as the choice to unicast requests for misses due to instruction fetches. Moreover, integrating bandwidth adaptivity with multicast snooping [4]—rather than simply unicasting or broadcasting—might be worthwhile. Additionally, more sophisticated adaptive mechanisms, perhaps using global estimates of interconnection network utilization [31], could be employed.
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